New Registration Procedures

by Keith Almodovar

Mr. Tom Tyburczy, the new Associate Registrar, revealed his proposals for improving the registration procedure which will be implemented in Spring of this year. These proposals were presented by Mr. Tyburczy to the Ad Hoc Committee which will finalize the exact implementations of these proposals.

The Ad Hoc Committee for Registration is a committee consisting of different administrators and faculty members of the college. The committee was formed to get ideas concerning registration from various administrative personnel.

Mr. Tyburczy, who was appointed Associate Registrar due to the resignation of Mr. Harvey Dussault, still performs his old duties as creator of the "Schedule of Classes."

One of Mr. Tyburczy's proposals was to have registration in the gym, and, because finals and registration are taking place at the same time in Spring 1978, whatever finals are normally given in the gym will be given in smaller classrooms. The extra 'left-over' proctors would be used to supervise registration. However, Mr. Tyburczy felt this proposal seemed to cause too much of a burden on the faculty and because of other problems, it would not work.

Mr. Tyburczy pursed the entire situation in perspective in the following way, "I've got a system in room 114 that works. It's proven. It does work. A lot of people don't like it, but I know it works. This if my first registration. I didn't want to change the system just for the sake of cosmetic change and then making a mess. That's the last thing I would want. It's no good for me, it's no good for you, it's no good for anybody. I've got a system downstairs from 114 that I would say-if you put it in terms of percentages-it is 75% effective. I figured if I worked on the 25% that I felt gave it a poor performance. I could at least improve the Spring 1979 registration and have more time to think about the Fall 1979 registration."

One of the major improvements, according to Mr. Tyburczy, is instead of having registration from 9:30 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. and then 5:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m., he is going to be assigning appointment times from 12:00 Noon to 8:00 p.m., straight through without a break. A day session student may have an early evening appointment to register, without having a registration/ final exam conflict in the morning. Mr. Tyburczy is going to schedule as many finals during the morning hours as he can. He puts it this way, "We will kill half the conflicts by starting at 12:00."

The 8:00-10:00 a.m. final exam slot and the 10:30-12:30 slot are conflict free. When asked why the registration area closed between 3:30 and 5:30, Mr. Tyburczy stated, "We always close up between 3:30 and 5:30 because we have to get people out of the room. In effect, we have to tell people to come back at 5:30 or the next day. We want to get them registered. Now we are just going to go straight through from 12:8 and end the day. This will be everyday."

Upon being asked whether the 12:8 system would cause excessive line waiting and mass confusion, Mr. Tyburczy replied, "No, not at all. The only time we had really bad lines last semester was for change of program. That's because there are no appointments given. The way we are setting up our parameters for appointments is if a student stays away from the registration area all his appointment time, he will get into the room. He will not have to wait on any lines. The thing that has to be impressed upon all the students and it is mentioned in all my literature that is sent to the student in the Schedule of Classes, is don't come to the registration area until fifteen minutes prior to your appointment time. If you have an appointment for 6:00 p.m. then be there at 5:45 p.m. no earlier. Because if you are there earlier, you are going to wait on a line and that's dumb! If people would pay attention to that, there would be no lines. I can guarantee you there would be no lines..."
Student Government

by Brian Watman

As the 1978 calendar year comes to an end, so does the term of the current Day Student Government. Since elections will begin at the end of this month, The Ticker would like to take this opportunity to look back and review its major accomplishments and reflect on the changes that were about to take place on and off campus.

1978 has seen less criticism and controversy than Baruch has previously experienced. However, students feel that the Government, headed by President Lynne Bursky, has accomplished little. They are concerned about the only visible signs of Student Government efforts: the various painting jobs, notably in the 23rd Street stairwells and corridors, and a new lounge on the fifth floor in the 26th Street Building.

Student Government officials are primarily pleased with the combined efforts of students and Government, in what they feel will be the major accomplishment of the year: the newly modified constitution. This constitution will be voted on by the student body in the upcoming election.

President Bursky expressed several comments on how the system is presently constructed. "We're currently operating under a constitution that has been in place, successful, but difficult to make work. The purpose of the new constitution is to improve the internal organization of Student Government. The Constitution sets the groundwork for increased efficiency and the decrease of loopholes enabling corruption by abolishing the President's absolute power to hire and fire. It also legally represents the other members and put into effect any legislation so desired." She emphasized, "We want to set up a system that can take care of itself."

Charles Susto, Vice-President of the Student Government of the Liberal Arts and Sciences, stated his opinions on the role of Student Government. "We should be working on improving the quality of general studies. We should be concerned with things like probation and seeing that students can pass their tuition. They should not be bogged down with nonsense. After all, the Student Government is a body whose duties are to serve students and to cater to the general need of the student population." Whether or not the new Constitution will cause considerable increases in action by the Government, students seem skeptical.

The majority of students questioned believe that a piece of paper won't make the difference. Most feel that a successful Student Government depends upon the individuals in power. If they are honest they will help students who may be struggling, without granting or denying powers says several opponents to the proposed Constitution feel that the intentions of its authors are justified but the finished product does not accomplish their goals. There is a question of the right to set a limit on the age a president can be and concerning the rules to be instituted in non-government bodies; the question arises as to "how can the Government elect representatives and not be knowledgable in and over organizations not under their tutelage?"

Student Government critics have deemed the biggest facet of the year to be the way in which the Fee Commission operates. The student must learn to have been previously made defending both sides of the issue but according to many, the fact remains that the college should not leave the allocation of so many thousands of dollars to a select few, despite the fact that few complaints have been made by the few ends do not justify the means.

However, "For the first time," according to Howard Jolson, President of the Student Government, "a Student Government has insisted that clubs submit proper reports on how their allocations are spent. Hopefully, this will deter waste."

Despite bureaucratic problems, this year's government has made some important changes, including the publishing of teacher evaluations to be distributed during registration.

Also, next semester's registration booklets will list the instructor's name next to each class. At present, a major committee working on improving the physical appearance of the school has been established and the Student Government Mission is the 26th Street Building. Windows in the 23rd Street Building from the fourth through the twelfth floor are currently being replaced. In addition, plans are being made for more student use of the 24th Street Building. Also, the battle zone of a Coffee House, one of the Student Center should begin soon.

Mr. Jolson, attributes inexpensive on the problem of space. A few students commented that the college should be more involved in the process of setting up a Coffee House, one of the Student Center should begin soon.
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Placement Office Holds Career Workshops

The Baruch College Placement Office is once again a frenzy of activity, getting ready for Spring 1979 on campus recruiting.

Career workshops started on December 16 and will continue through January 11. A total of fifteen workshops will be held at various times. Among the topics that will be discussed at each workshop are: career opportunities in your field, interviewing techniques, construction of a resume, and development of a job search capability.

Students will also be told how to sign up for companies that will be coming to Baruch during the Spring semester.

The Placement Office is on the 360 Park Avenue South building, Room 1711.

S P R I N G  1 9 7 9  R E C R U I T I N G  S C H E D U L E

Wednesday, Feb. 7, 1979
Loeb & Trosper, CPA
Coopers & Lybrand, CPA
I.B.M. Corporation
Seiden & Seiden, CPA

Thursday, Feb. 8, 1979
Erns & Ernst, CPA
Coopers & Lybrand, CPA
May's

Friday, Feb. 9, 1979
Deloitte, Haskins & Sells, CPA
Alexander Grant, CPA
David Berdon
Mann Judd Landau, CPA

Tuesday, Feb. 13, 1979
Richard A. Eisner, CPA
Price Waterhouse, CPA
Oppenheim, Appel & Dixon, CPA

Wednesday, Feb. 14, 1979
Hurdman & Fransman, CPA
Touche, Ross, CPA
Anchin, Block & Anchin, CPA

Friday, Feb. 16, 1979
C.B. Corporation
N.Y.S. Insurance Department
Itel Corporation

Tuesday, Feb. 20, 1979
Pears, Marwick & Mitchell, CPA
Knickers

Wednesday, Feb. 21, 1979
Scudder, Stevens & Clark
Arthur Young & Company, CPA

Friday, Feb. 23, 1979
Revol Corporation
Insurance Service Office
Fireman Fund Insurance

Monday, Feb. 26, 1979
Laventhal & Horwath, CPA
Con Edison

Tuesday, Feb. 27, 1979
Arthur Andersen, CPA
Phillip Morris, Inc.

Wednesday, Feb. 28, 1979
Arthur Andersen, CPA
Alexander's Department Store

Peter Jonas Heads Registrar's Office

As of December 1, 1978 Baruch College still did not have a Registrar, a position which has not been filled since Lew Temares left the post in August of 1977. Baruch College will not have a Registrar in the immediate future. What Baruch College will have is a Director of Student Administrative Services, under whose wing will fall the Registrar's Office, Admissions Office, and the Administrative Computer Center.

Peter Jonas is now Baruch's first Director of Student Administrative Services, assuming his duties on December 1. He comes to Baruch from CCNY, where he had worked in the Registrar's Office full time since 1966. Upon his graduation from CCNY in 1961, Mr. Jonas became a teacher in the city school system. He is then working in the CCNY Registrar's Office part time. About his beginning work there full time in 1966, Mr. Jonas said, "My avocation became my vocation. And that's kind of nice." Among other duties at CCNY, Mr. Jonas was the last to be the Director of Records and Systems Development.

While Mr. Jonas is new at Baruch, he has begun to make changes in the Registrar's Office. While there has long been a mail box for the Office during its closed hours, Mr. Jonas has seen to it that the appropriate forms are provided alongside the mailbox.

Mr. Jonas is also unhappy with the amount of time the Registrar's Office is open to students. "I am not satisfied with the hours the counter is open," he said. "I plan to have the office open more. Possibly it will be open during the night time."

Mr. Jonas was asked what effect the many changes in the leadership of the Registrar's Office over the past year had on the morale of the workers. He said, "It could not have helped. What we need now is a pulling together. We have the people and resources. One can miss a focus now and then. I hope to be able to provide that focus."

"Even though Mr. Jonas said he had enough people to do the job, he also said, "The office appears to be understaffed. This has been exacerbated by course, there is hardly a department in the CCNY system, administrative or educational, that would not make that complaint." Mr. Jonas said that he would concentrate on those areas that concern the needs of students and staff. While this would seem to involve Mr. Jonas primarily in the Registrar's area, he will be keeping his eye on the Administration Office and the Administrative Computer Center. (The Administrative Computer Center handles payroll, financial, and records. It is not the same as the Educational Computer System, which is used for education and research.)

These three offices are extremely important in the life of the Baruch student. They are offices that all students come in and out of. With putting them under the responsibility of one title is a part of a growing trend in higher education, said David Green, Executive Vice-President for Administration. "This move is a move toward a total student information system. An integrated number of colleges are going this route."

The student information system could contain grades and courses, as does the present transcript, along with a certain demographic information obtained at the time of admission. After graduation, it could list a work history of the then-alumnae of Baruch. Dr. Green continued, "The goal is to get the whole student record on computer. When a student sees a certain number of colleges on computer, with a certain number of grades in it, he will find it easier to get a job." Since Mr. Jonas is new at Baruch, he will be keeping his eye on the Administration Office and the Administrative Computer Center. While this would seem to involve Mr. Jonas primarily in the Registrar's area, he will be keeping his eye on the Administration Office and the Administrative Computer Center. (The Administrative Computer Center handles payroll, financial, and records. It is not the same as the Educational Computer System, which is used for education and research.)
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Outlook for Accounting Graduates

Although the demand for college graduates with degrees in accounting is expected to increase faster than the supply during the next four years, the present supply is so far ahead of demand that four years from now there will still be 10 graduating classes for every three new jobs in the field.

Those projections come from the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants.

The outlook for graduates with master's degrees in accounting is much better than for those with bachelor's degrees, and the outlook for those with the bachelor's is also not expected to increase as rapidly as the supply.

The institute's predictions, based on returns from 126 colleges and universities and 116 public accounting firms, indicate the total supply of new graduates in accounting will increase by 21 per cent by 1982, while the firms' demand for such graduates will increase 30 per cent.

Declining Job Rate at Master's Level

For graduates with bachelor's degrees in the field, the four-year increase in supply is projected at 17 per cent, with demand increasing 27 per cent.

By 1981-82, the number of new graduates with master's degrees in accounting is expected to grow by 53 per cent, with demand going up 41 per cent.

The employment rate for graduates with master's degrees in accounting is expected to decline over the next four years—from 60 per cent this year to 56 per cent in 1981-82.

The indicated employment rate for accounting graduates with bachelor's degrees this year is only 23 per cent. By 1981-82, it is expected to increase their per cent—one job for every four graduates.

For all accounting graduates, the employment rate is expected to rise from 27 per cent this year to 29 per cent in 1981-82.

Growing Number of Women Graduates

The employment rates reported by the institute include all accounting graduates in the supply, regardless of whether they seek jobs in public accounting.

The number of women receiving master's degrees in the field is expected to double in the next four years, while the number of women receiving bachelor's degrees is expected to increase about 35 per cent, the institute estimates.

Public-accounting firms surveyed by the institute indicated they expected to increase their
The Sociology Club

by Wayne Brown

Recently, I had the opportunity to interview the president of the Sociology Club, Ellen Friedman. Through a lively and realistic discussion, she informed me of the various aspects of the club.

Hence, the Sociology Club offers students interested and involved in sociology and social work, the opportunity to gain vast information about their goal.

Yet, the club has a second function. It offers help and assistance for all, whether they are sociology majors or not. The club is about people who are interested in the lives of other people. It is a people-oriented group that tries to bring outside forces into the Baruch community. Business subjects are usually so rigid and competitive. However, the club offers a comfortable and relaxing atmosphere with friendly people.

The Sociology Club has planned many interesting events in the past which warrant further mention. They have had films dealing with political issues, an ex-convict speak, an event on runaways and a Professor speak on transsexualism. Recently, the club had an event which Ellen described as most memorable. It was the club's first concert held in the Oak Lounge in 360 P.A.S. The concert was given by a fellow member who had an inner message to express. It was described as a club highlight.

But, the club plans to hold more memorable events in the future. On December 21 the Club will be holding its Christmas Churruchak Party in room 1180 of the 17 Lexington Ave. building. All are invited to attend.

In conclusion, Ellen stated, "although we have our busy lives in a world filled with apathy, it would benefit students to get involved. The Sociology Club is just one of a kind club that really does care about people. All its members have grown. We dare YOU to give... We dare YOU to grow." Come to its next meeting in room 1120 during club hours. I dare you.

Discounts for Baruchians

by Keith Almodovar

Kathy Almodovar, Vice-President of the Class Council of 1981, has devised a special program in order for Baruch students to receive discounts on certain items purchased at certain stores in the Baruch area.

Miss Klumbach along with the Class Council, up an affidavit upon which the agreement between the store manager of each participating store and the Class Council was formally documented. The affidavit stated the following:

Dear Community Store Owners:

We would like to introduce a plan that the Class Council of 1981 has devised, to help both the surrounding community and the Baruch student. This plan consists of a directory of Baruch student upon showing his identification card with his/her picture, in turn the Class Council will give your store publicity in our newspaper, which reaches over 14,000 students and faculty, posters in your windows and a card-out sheet specifying all the stores that are involved in our program.

Toward the end of the affidavit the agreement appears in which the store manager and Class Council representative sign and agree on a reasonable discount.

Miss Klumbach along with all of her aides proceeded to virtually every business in the Baruch area with these affidavits looking for potential participants.

Of the many stores participating are clothes stores, discount stores and many other types of businesses in the area.

In the above list, all participating businesses are included along with their respective discounts. Also included in the list are some restrictions. For example, an item that is already On Sale cannot be discounted.

When asked what was the purpose of devising a program such as this one, Miss Klumbach uttered, "The Class Council of 1981 is an organization that is very concerned about the unity of the Baruch students. This project is just one of many more beneficial projects to come in the future. Personally, I think that in order for anything to work, you must always aim for what is morally right and what benefits the majority of the people. I know that many students find it hard to make ends meet, especially around Christmas time, and hopefully this project will help. I would like to thank the stores for their cooperation and for their generosity to the Baruch students."

In addition, I would like to say that the amount of time we, the Council, have put into this project doesn't matter so long as we know that every student in this school appreciates it and will try to support us in our future project.

Further thanks would like to be extended to Miss Klumbach's aides who also went to businesses in the area and helped "recruit" participants for this program.

Miss Klumbach's aides are: Linda Roeh, Anna Periowski, Cell Licicente, Luis Vasquez and Renee Halegua.

- The club is called P.R.I.D.E.
- Despierta Boricua is a club that is run by the Student Center which cares for you, who feels you like you do. It is a club that is made up of people with different political views, economic status, and living conditions. It is a club which is joined together by a common goal—to succeed. This club will try to help you gain this success. It will embrace you with open arms, help you develop, and be aware of what is obvious. The club will provide a place to relax and release the tensions. The club will provide a place to express your feelings about anything and everything. It will provide these things because the club represents these things.

Despierta Boricua look at your parents and grandparents, look in their eyes and see the suffering that they went through in order to see their sons and daughters, their grandchildren and grandchildren in the position that they are in now. DESPIERTA BORICUA it is time to tell the world what we are capable of. DESPIERTA BORICUA and realize what is going on around you, for it is known that ignorant people are the instruments of their own destruction. So we as Puerto Ricans must get involved to develop and enlighten ourselves. Do it for yourself as a person, and for ourselves as a people; but for God's sake, for our sake let's do it!

The Club is called P.R.I.D.E.

continued on page 18
How to Succeed At Registration

Rule I Be Flexible

When you lay hands on the Spring 1979 Schedule of Classes, make up the flexible program you can. Then think about the matter realistically. If you are a graduating senior and are registering the first hour of the first day of registration, you have it made and can stop at that first program.

If, however, you are registering in the afternoon of the first day, you had better come prepared with a couple of alternatives, because experience should tell you that the odds of getting exactly what you want when you want it are probably 1,000 to 1 against or worse.

The appropriate way to approach registration is not to start with the Schedule. First make a list of the courses that you absolutely must take in order to graduate. Secondly, list the number of elective credits you have available and the courses which you want to make up to fulfill those credits. Then and only then, open the Schedule and see what is being offered. Revise your list of electives as necessary to proceed to add second, third, and fourth choices. Except for required Math and English courses, there are proactively no courses that have to be taken at a specific time.

Check the closed sections listed each day. Lists will be available in each building. Then, revise your program based on what is still available. Be prepared to be flexible about some of your choices and especially about courses.

Rule II Don’t Expect to get into a closed section.

The pre-registration system of opening closed sections during change of program time has not worked fairly. Apart from the change of program fee mandated by the Board of Higher Education, there are the problems faced by the excellent instructor who is besieged to allow in just one more student and the fact that, as a result, seats become available in other classes that were not available when the majority of students registered. For these reason, over-tallying of closed sections will not be allowed in Spring 1979.

Each section will start out by being over-tallyed (more cards will be available for each course) so that once the section is closed, there is physically no place for an additional student. There will be no permission slips available to get into closed sections for Spring 1979. If your plans for intercession include a place in the sun, I would suggest that you

Interview Techniques: Management Society

by Alan Gibbon and Migneca Hernandez

"Being on a job interview is like being the star of a Broadway play. This is your chance to bring your resume to life and leave the interviewer with something to remember you by.

There are the words of Pamela Smith, Assistant Personnel Manager of Family Circle Magazine, as she addressed the members of the Management Society who crowded into the Blobus Lounge during club hours on December 7th, to hear Ms. Smith on interview techniques as seen through the eyes of the interviewer, and the field of Personnel Administration.

"During an interview, you have the complete attention of the interviewer and are no longer a piece of paper."

An interviewer has already read your resume and is now looking to see how well you express yourself and organize your thoughts. This time should be used to talk about yourself and develop the many things that cannot be communicated on a resume.

"Get right to the point!" she suggests.

The point, explains Ms. Smith, is to begin by talking about your "college career." Topics such as why you picked your major, and what you learned from various subjects would be of interest to most interviewers. "Talk about the skills you have developed during this year."

Most college graduates she feels, have developed some skills through summer jobs, internships, or by actively participating in school clubs, but most fail to stress them when on an interview.

The explanation of your "college career" should be comprehensive, and eventually bring you to the point where it is possible to discuss your "career plan." Such a plan, explains Ms. Smith, should include your "objectives." What you expect to accomplish for yourself and for the company. Expectations for yourself may include a position increase or a promotion, new responsibility and thus increased salary. If this is one of your motivations, then it is important to ask it to the company recruiters.

"One of the hardest parts of any interview is when the interviewer asks the job applicant if he (or she) has any objectives." Choosing, "No, you have answered all of my questions," as a typical answer, Ms. Smith feels that it would be more impressive if a job applicant asks about something previously discussed during the interview. "A good idea," she states, "is to ask about something that sparked your interest during the conversation."

After conducting an unprepared mock interview with a volunteer from the audience, she then proceeded to answer questions. "What do you do when you find that there is a personality clash between the interviewer and yourself, asked one Management Society member. "I don't think for an interview and I could see that this interviewer took an immediate dislike to me."

"It is the job of the interviewee," answered Ms. Smith, "but interviewers are people too, and we have good days and bad days."

continued on page 18
**Helpline: The action people with an active goal**

by Miles A. Hintzen

Have you ever walked through the countless corridors of our so-called "campus" feeling frustrated and alienated from the rest of the Baruch family? Have you ever longed for someone to talk to or felt the need to discuss a serious personal problem with someone in a non-judgmental way? How about discussing your confidence and trust? Are you one of the hundreds of students who "hang out" outside the 23rd Street building hoping to see a friendly face pass by among the thousands of students here at Baruch?

If you are honest with yourself, I am sure that the answer will be "yes" to at least one or more of these questions. Yet no Baruch student ever felt this way—lost, alone, and impatient. For there exists in the crowded, lonely, and sometimes frustrating environment of Baruch College, an organization whose primary goal is to just the opposite: to make every student feel the way he or she ought to feel—a living, vibrant person with an identity which transcends that of a mere statistic among the 15,000 students who attend classes here. That organization is none other than HELPLINE.

Yet, it is saddening to note that there are many students here at Baruch who are either totally unaware of Helpline or who have only skimpy details about what it represents and the services made available through Helpline to the entire Baruch community. In order to clear up some of the misconceptions about Helpline and to throw light on its many activities and goals, I held interviews recently with the co-Directors of Helpline, Dr. Jack Shariff and Jim Perrone, as well as with a number of student volunteers who run the Helpline office in Room 516 of the 26th street building.

Jim provided me with some interesting details about the origin of Helpline. As he told me, the organization originally came into existence six years ago under the name HOTLINE. A group of students who had just completed their Freshman Orientation Group seminar approached Jim and discussed with him the possibility of having a hotline to care for the needs of Baruch students who needed information regarding the college, location of various offices and facilities, or who had personal problems and needed counselling or referral services.

However, in 1972, two years later, HOTLINE was forced to close down for one semester owing to a shortage of student volunteers. Then one semester later, it reopened under a new name: HELPLINE.

Since its new birth, Helpline has proved to be tremendously successful. To date there has been a total of 1,250 contacts. I asked Jim where he felt were the major forces behind the success of Helpline and he quickly replied, "The student volunteers have been the active and vibrant participants who have kept the whole structure in action." "These students," Jim continued, "work on a voluntary basis and give of their time and energy toward the service of helping their fellow students, and without and financial remuneration." Jim pointed out that right now there are about fifty student volunteers in the Helpline program.

In my interview with Dr. Shariff, who also heads the Division of Counselling, he reaffirmed the goals of Helpline: service to students who felt strange or lonely individual at Baruch and who needed an outlet in the otherwise ambigious Baruch environment. Dr. Shariff also pointed out that about 80% of the services provided by the Helpline are in student counseling, and the rest are in the areas of financial aid, student housing, and student employment.

### Fin-Eco Forum beans in on the job search scene

by Julie Perrone Geffke

The months of January and June at Baruch College are usually characterized by frenzied pace of seniors who are "GETTING OUT!" Their shouts of joy oftentimes degenerate into grunts and groans when the topic of jobs is discussed. For the most part, job hunting is deemed a chore, especially in this day of feverish competition and MBA delirium. Where does all of this leave the graduating BBA student—usually grunting and groaning.

Job hunting is something that all of us will be doing several times during our careers. It is a technique that should be cultivated. Job hunting is both art and science which requires thorough planning.

The importance of the job search scene was not lost on Baruch students when a group of 40 gathered Millie Tan on Thursday, November 30th. Ms. Tan, who is studying at Columbia University, is doing her internship at Baruch, shared her expertise with the group. She offered sound, fundamental advice to first time and second, third who fourth—time job hunters. A synopsis of Ms. Tan's presentation follows:

#### Planning

- **Take inventory**:
  - a) list all your accomplishments
  - b) list your prior work experience (full-time/part-time), both paid and unpaid (volunteer). Volunteer work is especially important if you've never held a paying job.
  - c) if you have no prior work experience focus on your potential

#### The Resume

Your resume is usually the first thing a potential employer sees. If your resume doesn't work, your won't work! Your resume gives you a structure to work with, it's a starting point. Here are a few things to consider before you even begin to write your resume.

- **Content**
  - What do you want to emphasize—education or work experience?
  - An objective—should not be so narrowly defined that the objective itself acts as a screening agent.

#### Format

Three are basically two types of resumes: functional and chronological. The functional resume depicts your experience in terms of capacity and then goes on to describe the specific functions performed at different companies. This type of resume is used by people who have a substantial amount of work experience.

The chronological resume is just that, a chronology of events and experience in the various capacities where you worked. Ms. Tan recommended that students use the chronological resume.

**Layout**

Your resume should be:
- neat
- well-spaced
- not more than one page
- you should use short telegraphic sentences with action words.

**Avoid the use of words such as** "assisted".

---

MS. ROSNERMAN, DR. JOSEF BEN-JOCHANNA AND DR. JUANITA HOWARD BEFORE MR. JOCHANNA LECTURE ON 'KING TUT' THIS PAST FRIDAY DEC. 8TH.
CANDIDATES INTERVIEWS

Charles Stugo

What do you feel are some things that we need to improve in the administrations of this college?

1. Increase in the prices of things. It is so hard to convince the students of the reason behind the increase in the prices of things, and we need a budget published, since it is the job of the elected officials to do that.

2. Mostly I feel is the space for it because we don't have enough space, and that is why we want to go to the bureaucrats of the administration.

3. I think the funding of the building is the only necessary thing in the current process; attempt to simplify institution of more facilities, like a new lounge space. And no one must get involved with.

4. Lounge space has become an important thing for students as well.

5. Outside activities. What is the current situation of lounge, what's the problem of lounge?

6. Most important I feel is the door or the bridge to work a plan out.

7. Why is the door or the bridge to work a plan out?

8. We need a good plan to have a proper organization with this college.

9. Lowering the Freshmen course.

What do you feel are some things that we could get a bunch of people involved in?

1. Printed teacher names in the college as follows:

2. It is the Student Government's responsibility to have student-faculty committees.

3. No vent, no window, no facilities problems, and so on.

4. Cafeteria needs to be improved.

5. More outside activities.

6. Most important I feel is the space for it because we don't have enough space, and that is why we want to go to the bureaucrats of the administration.

7. Why is the door or the bridge to work a plan out?

8. We need a good plan to have a proper organization with this college.

9. Lowering the Freshmen course.

What do you feel are some things that we need to improve in the administrations of this college?

Charles Stugo

What do you feel are some things that we need to improve in the administrations of this college?

1. Increase in the prices of things. It is so hard to convince the students of the reason behind the increase in the prices of things, and we need a budget published, since it is the job of the elected officials to do that.

2. Mostly I feel is the space for it because we don't have enough space, and that is why we want to go to the bureaucrats of the administration.

3. I think the funding of the building is the only necessary thing in the current process; attempt to simplify institution of more facilities, like a new lounge space. And no one must get involved with.

4. Lounge space has become an important thing for students as well.

5. Outside activities. What is the current situation of lounge, what's the problem of lounge?

6. Most important I feel is the door or the bridge to work a plan out.

7. Why is the door or the bridge to work a plan out?

8. We need a good plan to have a proper organization with this college.

9. Lowering the Freshmen course.
C.B.S. Platform

While we are generally satisfied with our institution, we would like to see certain changes effected. These betterments should improve on our academic life as well as our social life during our stay. Therefore, we the members of the Concerned Baruch Students do hereby present the following platform and pledge to carry it out to the best of our abilities. Together with the help of our students and faculty, we will once again restore the greatness that our school once had.

Improvements In Quality of Academic Life

1. We propose to provide all students with the teacher evaluations prior to registration.

2. We further propose that the names of instructors be published in our registration booklets. Together with the above-mentioned, this will enable us to compile a meaningful and intelligent schedule of classes.

3. As we all acknowledge, the cafeteria is one of the most painful and disillusioning aspects of college life. Therefore, we propose to have members of the Student Government present during registration to assist students in any difficulties they may encounter.

4. We recognize the fact that some students may encounter some difficulties in their studies. Therefore, we propose that more funds be provided for tutoring services. These services should be improved upon as to their quality.

5. We propose to modify the school calendar so as to provide our students with more leisure time between semesters. This will permit us opportunities to recover from our previous term and to make plans for the upcoming term.

6. We propose the importance of the Freshman Seminar Program and commend its goals, but we seek modification. We propose that the length of the Seminar be shortened to eight weeks from its present twelve. Our intentions are twofold: firstly, we believe eight weeks is sufficient time to cover the material, since additional time has created a climate of boredom. Secondly, as they are freshman, they require more time for exam preparation. Thus, this condensation of the program will provide this valuable time.

Improvements In Quality of Social Life

1. We assert that it is the right of all students to receive first quality service at the lowest possible cost. Therefore, we view with favor the boycott of the cafeteria, and we hope to see it extended to the bookstores. This pressure would force the operators to reevaluate their pricing policies.

2. We realize these pressures may not result in satisfactory action. Therefore, we propose that the Student Government investigate the feasibility of transforming the cafeteria (with contract terminations next year) and the bookstore into a student cooperative. This will be operated by our students for our students, with disregard for the profit motive. The goal: highest quality service at lowest possible price.

3. We further propose that a used book store be created in the same manner as our regular bookstore. This would offer our students with an alternative to out-of-print and new books.

4. We are painfully aware of the lack of adequate lounge space for our students. We believe it is the right of students to be provided with areas where they may sit, relax, study, and try to unwind from the sometimes hectic routine of college life. Therefore, we propose that more lounge space be made available for our use.

5. We further propose that the space already provided be refurbished and redecorated so as to improve its quality. The atmosphere should be cheerful rather than dreary, so our students will enjoy quananimity.

6. College life should provide us with more than just a quality education. The social atmosphere should be improved upon. Therefore, we propose that student government promote social activities, such as clubs, fairs, outings and non-collegiate events.

7. We believe that all students should enjoy the facilities that clubs have to offer. Therefore, we propose to allow all our students free advertising space in all our school publications.

Walter Baranidarian

HELLO! My name is WALTER BARANIDARIAN, and I am running for PRESIDENT of the DAY SESSION STUDENT GOVERNMENT. I have decided to run on the INDEPENDENT TICKET because I feel that party affiliations damage the abilities of the PRESIDENT to represent people to important positions within the Student Gov't. If you elect me to office, I would concentrate all my efforts to those areas which affect you the most.

Distribution of Financial Aid

1. The Day Session Financial Aid Office is in need of reform. The present system, which is a big mess. An 'Efficiency Proposal' will be presented to the Registrar's Office to reorganize the financial aid operation. I feel that the financial aid office should be open for review of proposed financial aid awards.

Distribution of Financial Aid

1. The Day Session Financial Aid Office is in need of reform. The present system, which is a big mess. An 'Efficiency Proposal' will be presented to the Registrar's Office to reorganize the financial aid operation. I feel that the financial aid office should be open for review of proposed financial aid awards.

2. I propose the establishment of a 'Family Court' whereby the Placement Office is inadequate to meet the demands of the students. I believe that the college should work closely with them to concentrate on getting jobs in areas such as Advertising, Marketing and Management.

3. I believe that the Placement Office should be a totally open student government.

4. We propose to allow all clubs free advertising space in all our school publications.

5. We propose to modify the school calendar so as to provide our students with more leisure time between semesters. This will permit us to recover from our previous term and to make plans for the upcoming term.

6. We propose the importance of the Freshman Seminar Program and commend its goals, but we seek modification. We propose that the length of the Seminar be shortened to eight weeks from its present twelve. Our intentions are twofold: firstly, we believe eight weeks is sufficient time to cover the material, since additional time has created a climate of boredom. Secondly, as they are freshman, they require more time for exam preparation. Thus, this condensation of the program will provide this valuable time.

7. We believe that all students should enjoy the facilities that clubs have to offer. Therefore, we propose to allow all our students free advertising space in all our school publications.

8. We propose to provide all students with the teacher evaluations prior to registration.

9. We further propose that the names of instructors be published in our registration booklets. Together with the above-mentioned, this will enable us to compile a meaningful and intelligent schedule of classes.

10. As we all acknowledge, the cafeteria is one of the most painful and disillusioning aspects of college life. Therefore, we propose to have members of the Student Government present during registration to assist students in any difficulties they may encounter.

11. We recognize the fact that some students may encounter some difficulties in their studies. Therefore, we propose that more funds be provided for tutoring services. These services should be improved upon as to their quality.

12. We propose to modify the school calendar so as to provide our students with more leisure time between semesters. This will permit us opportunities to recover from our previous term and to make plans for the upcoming term.

13. We propose the importance of the Freshman Seminar Program and commend its goals, but we seek modification. We propose that the length of the Seminar be shortened to eight weeks from its present twelve. Our intentions are twofold: firstly, we believe eight weeks is sufficient time to cover the material, since additional time has created a climate of boredom. Secondly, as they are freshman, they require more time for exam preparation. Thus, this condensation of the program will provide this valuable time.

Improvements In Quality of Social Life

1. We assert that it is the right of all students to receive first quality service at the lowest possible cost. Therefore, we view with favor the boycott of the cafeteria, and we hope to see it extended to the bookstores. This pressure would force the operators to reevaluate their pricing policies.

2. We realize these pressures may not result in satisfactory action. Therefore, we propose that the Student Government investigate the feasibility of transforming the cafeteria (with contract terminations next year) and the bookstore into a student cooperative. This will be operated by our students for our students, with disregard for the profit motive. The goal: highest quality service at lowest possible price.

3. We further propose that a used book store be created in the same manner as our regular bookstore. This would offer our students with an alternative to out-of-print and new books.

4. We are painfully aware of the lack of adequate lounge space for our students. We believe it is the right of students to be provided with areas where they may sit, relax, study, and try to unwind from the sometimes hectic routine of college life. Therefore, we propose that more lounge space be made available for our use.

5. We further propose that the space already provided be refurbished and redecorated so as to improve its quality. The atmosphere should be cheerful rather than dreary, so our students will enjoy quananimity.

6. College life should provide us with more than just a quality education. The social atmosphere should be improved upon. Therefore, we propose that student government promote social activities, such as clubs, fairs, outings and non-collegiate events.

7. We believe that all students should enjoy the facilities that clubs have to offer. Therefore, we propose to allow all clubs free advertising space in all our school publications.

8. We propose to provide all students with the teacher evaluations prior to registration.

9. We further propose that the names of instructors be published in our registration booklets. Together with the above-mentioned, this will enable us to compile a meaningful and intelligent schedule of classes.

10. As we all acknowledge, the cafeteria is one of the most painful and disillusioning aspects of college life. Therefore, we propose to have members of the Student Government present during registration to assist students in any difficulties they may encounter.

11. We recognize the fact that some students may encounter some difficulties in their studies. Therefore, we propose that more funds be provided for tutoring services. These services should be improved upon as to their quality.

12. We propose to modify the school calendar so as to provide our students with more leisure time between semesters. This will permit us opportunities to recover from our previous term and to make plans for the upcoming term.

13. We propose the importance of the Freshman Seminar Program and commend its goals, but we seek modification. We propose that the length of the Seminar be shortened to eight weeks from its present twelve. Our intentions are twofold: firstly, we believe eight weeks is sufficient time to cover the material, since additional time has created a climate of boredom. Secondly, as they are freshman, they require more time for exam preparation. Thus, this condensation of the program will provide this valuable time.

U.S.A. Platform

1. A complete and continuing commitment to students' rights—a totally opened student government. The reopening of student lounges.

2. Establishment of a comprehensive tutorial program.

3. Revival of free refreshment programs in the student center.

4. Strengthening of the democratic process within student organizations.

5. Making the Ticker and the Senyir independent of the Student Government and the administration.

6. Creating an environment that improves campus social life.

7. The return of the Dean of Student Life's role to advisor for the Student Government and not that of dictator.

8. Create a watchdog committee at Baruch College Association.

9. The exposure of incompetency or inefficiency of past student governments.

10. The reopening of the bridge between the student center and the 23rd Street Building.

A.B.B.A. — Platform

Debra Waters

The A.B.B.A PARTY continues to endorse the concepts of student services and programs as set forth in its 1978 platform and will work towards establishment of the following programs and projects in 1979:

1. Baruch Student Government shall continue to be accountable and candid concerning governmental and monetary affairs. We will provide additional lounge and recreation facilities.

2. To establish monthly forums in the form of a press conference at which time students can address questions to the members of the Student Government.

3. To finalize the establishment of a coffeehouse in the Student Center to provide a socializing atmosphere in a comfortable relaxed setting.

4. To organize proper representation on Student and Faculty Committees.

5. To establish a legal services program for Baruch students in order to assist those who are in need of such legal services both inside and outside of the College.

6. To work towards a more equitable distribution of the Student Center Fee.

7. To continue improving the physical condition of the school and to eliminate unsanitary conditions and faulty ventilation systems and to provide additional lounge and recreation facilities.

VOTE VOTE VOTE
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>POSITION</th>
<th>INDEPENDENT</th>
<th>UNITED STUDENTS FOR ACTION</th>
<th>A BETTER BARUCH ASSOCIATION</th>
<th>CONCERNS OF BARUCH STUDENTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FREEDOM ASSEMBLY</td>
<td>RONALD COPELAND</td>
<td>RALPH W. SMITH</td>
<td>WILLIAM H. SMITH</td>
<td>ALBERT CRUZ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPORTS ASSEMBLY</td>
<td>RONALD COPELAND</td>
<td>RALPH W. SMITH</td>
<td>WILLIAM H. SMITH</td>
<td>ALBERT CRUZ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMMUNICATIONS BOARD</td>
<td>RONALD COPELAND</td>
<td>RALPH W. SMITH</td>
<td>WILLIAM H. SMITH</td>
<td>ALBERT CRUZ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>möglichkeit Suchen</td>
<td>RONALD COPELAND</td>
<td>RALPH W. SMITH</td>
<td>WILLIAM H. SMITH</td>
<td>ALBERT CRUZ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STUDENT CENTER BOARD</td>
<td>RONALD COPELAND</td>
<td>RALPH W. SMITH</td>
<td>WILLIAM H. SMITH</td>
<td>ALBERT CRUZ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SCHOOL OF EDUCATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>POSITION</th>
<th>INDEPENDENT</th>
<th>UNITED STUDENTS FOR ACTION</th>
<th>A BETTER BARUCH ASSOCIATION</th>
<th>CONCERNS OF BARUCH STUDENTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>REPRESENTATIVE AT LARGE</td>
<td>RONALD COPELAND</td>
<td>RALPH W. SMITH</td>
<td>WILLIAM H. SMITH</td>
<td>ALBERT CRUZ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCHOOL OF EDUCATION</td>
<td>RONALD COPELAND</td>
<td>RALPH W. SMITH</td>
<td>WILLIAM H. SMITH</td>
<td>ALBERT CRUZ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SCHOOL OF LIBERAL ARTS AND SCIENCES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>POSITION</th>
<th>INDEPENDENT</th>
<th>UNITED STUDENTS FOR ACTION</th>
<th>A BETTER BARUCH ASSOCIATION</th>
<th>CONCERNS OF BARUCH STUDENTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>REPRESENTATIVE AT LARGE</td>
<td>RONALD COPELAND</td>
<td>RALPH W. SMITH</td>
<td>WILLIAM H. SMITH</td>
<td>ALBERT CRUZ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCHOOL OF LIBERAL ARTS AND SCIENCES</td>
<td>RONALD COPELAND</td>
<td>RALPH W. SMITH</td>
<td>WILLIAM H. SMITH</td>
<td>ALBERT CRUZ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Deborah Waters - N - Louise Nelson Endorsed

On January second, ballots for the elections for Day Session Student Government will be sent out to all day session students. I looked at the choices of candidates who were running for the president position. Of the five, I believe only three could handle the job. Deborah Waters, Walter Barandiaran and Chris Niles. Yes, Chris Niles, he has the best platform out and as we all know has the experience. He doesn't have much visible support among students, which is probably due to the visions character branding of his name. As to the allegations pinned on Chris Niles, I honestly cannot believe that any of these alleged acts could happen without Chris Niles being debarred, arrested or assassinated. Walter Barandiaran, president of the Debate and Speech club, is a very active person on the Baruch campus. He is also a very impressive and worthy candidate. I am, however, endorsing Deborah Waters of the U.S.A. party. I have personally known Deborah Waters for the past year. I have found her to be a very energetic, intelligent, hard-working and beautiful person. Deborah Waters is presently the Vice-President of the Personal Society of Baruch College and a contributing member of the Black Students Organization and B.L.A.C.K. She has been around Baruch long enough to have a good feeling of this school and how to deal with it. I endorse Louise Nelson of the U.S.A. for the assembly position. Louise besides being a good backgammon player and President of Luxury Productions has worked hard and long with many other organizations of Baruch. Barbara Delfyett of the U.S.A., and independents Keith Almodovar, Sanford Jacolow, Maria Marrone, Steve Moskowitz and Diane Salvatore for the Ticker Association. Susa Rosser and Bryan Giff for Assemblypersons. Daryll Williams News-Editor of the Ticker

Movies, etc.

To the Editor,

Looking back on the past term, I see that Day Session Student Government has improved social life at Baruch. The "Fall Semester party" and "Club Fair" brought thousands of students to the Student Center. Major movies such as "Kentucky Fried Movie," "Taxi Driver" and "The Front" have appeared before packed houses.

Proposition 13, while containing many improvements to the present system, would hurt the progress which we've made this past term. It is for this reason that I have co-authored Proposition: Party. Proposition Party is an innovative method with which we can make sure that social life at Baruch survives. It proposes to set up a separate, elected non-political board (CBCEB) to control activities such as Street Fairs, Club Fairs, Movies and Concerts. It would be completely divorced from Student Government.

Proposal: Party will make up for the inadequacies of Proposition 13. It will help clubs to raise funds (through Club Fairs) and it will make sure that student activities do not become a thing of the past. I urge support of the proposition: Party.

Jay Moskowitz Chairman, Campus Affairs Committee.

No On 13

To the Editor,

Having recently seen the newly drafted Day Session Constitution along with "Proposition 13" I must say that I'm in a state of shock. Although many positive changes have been made I regret

Continued on page 12
**East Side**

There are everywhere—uptown, downtown, on the east side and on the west side. They are selling everything. From women’s sweaters to children’s toys to kitchen utensils. And now they’re offering even selling test tube babies, that’s right, test tube babies. They are the new businessmen (or women)—the sidewalk merchants who are as diverse in character and style as they are in merchandise. They are everywhere and making money.

The are selling merchandise on the street is by no means new. This is proven by the presence of Florentine, on 14th St. During the depression many people were forced into this business because of its economy. And the New Deal helped do to it. Today, people happily give up their apples and pears for more substantial occupations.

However, there seems to be a resurgence of the sidewalk merchant today. With high costs and high prices, he seems to be the right relief to the consumer’s weary pocketbook. And a low price for "acceptable" merchandise is tasteful to the consumer’s desires and helps to stretch his limited dollars. The variety of merchandise offers the shopper a wide choice of items. He can browse and pick as if he were in Macy’s or Alexander’s. Still, quality may be different but the benefits are appealing. There are other distinct differences.

For one, there are little or no guarantees on the merchandise. The consumer must forego exchanges of refunds for low prices. Also, there is a lack of brand names on the street market. Other than perfumes and colognes, such as Pierre Cardin, Tabu, and others, some brand names are seldom seen. Thus, repairs for the merchandise is either difficult or impossible. Yet, the low cost incentive is overwhelming.

The sidewalk entrepreneur himself also causes some problems. Some selling brand name goods are seldom seen. Thus, repairs for the merchandise is either difficult or impossible. Yet, the low cost incentive is overwhelming.

The sidewalk entrepreneur himself also causes some problems. Some selling brand name goods are seldom seen. Thus, repairs for the merchandise is either difficult or impossible. Yet, the low cost incentive is overwhelming.

Another side effect of the new wave merchant is congestion or people jams. The two most troublesome times of the day are lunch time and quitting time. The flow of people walking in the street is blocked with sidewalk buyers who catch long glances of appetizing items: Some are enticed by the calls of the sidewalk merchants. Others are just curious and want to know what is being sold. It is something difficult to totally ignore the man who chants: Test Tube Babies. One Dollar. Be a father for a dollar, nothing else, a little interest is generated.

With the Christmas season upon us, there should be an increase of sidewalk vendors. Once dominated by the frankfurter man, the sidewalks have become open markets for daring folks with an ability to sell. In a time when the economy is shaky and unanswered questions abound, the "new wave business" is the answer for many people.

**West Side**

Let’s set the Record Straight! At least twice since Baruch has decided to go back to school, with the intention of going to Law School. Don’t laugh, Baruch has an excellent record. But, the writer knows of at least 2 instances of this. Last year, one of our students was accepted to Harvard and another to Yale. I had decided that I was going to apply to both schools. All that applied proves that contrary to popular belief, the government can be made to work again. These are the colleges who will vote for the candidate that will serve them best.

The decline in the voter turnout could have far reaching effects. The minds of over 35 million voters are high on drugs and with the intention of studying for four years. However, when I arrived I spent the first semester studying and then got involved in the Veterans Association. I, with the help of fellow veterans, began working on problems affecting the loss of over 3 million Vietnam Veterans educational benefits, due to what is called the delimiting date, that is, all Veterans who have not used their G.I. benefits after this date would forfeit the benefits. We started first in CUNY, and then National with a lobbying effort to extend the date. We, at Baruch, started and accomplished a nine month extension for Graduate Studies and a 6% cost of living increase. It is my sincere hope that I came into contact with Student Government. It was what I saw that bothered me. Clubs that were supposed to be funded by Government received no funds, students were being intimidated, and harrassed, monies were, in my opinion, being misused and illegally, (i.e.) equipment such as typewriters, cameras, film, tape recorders, being removed from school. Even after I showed up, illegally, elections were given. illegal elections were held with paper boxes used for ballot boxes, students were paid who supported Government parties to run the elections. The ballots were given out in class and carried back to wherever they were to be counted. All of these procedures were controlled by Governments in power. All of this time, approximately, 3 years, the Administration did nothing. It was after being in school one year, we, the Reform and Unity Party, determined that the Honest Ballot Association should run the elections.

Another side effect of the new wave merchant is congestion or people jams. The two most troublesome times of the day are lunch time and quitting time. The flow of people walking in the street is blocked with sidewalk buyers who catch long glances of appetizing items: Some are enticed by the calls of the sidewalk merchants. Others are just curious and want to know what is being sold. It is something difficult to totally ignore the man who chants: Test Tube Babies. One Dollar. Be a father for a dollar, nothing else, a little interest is generated.

With the Christmas season upon us, there should be an increase of sidewalk vendors. Once dominated by the frankfurter man, the sidewalks have become open markets for daring folks with an ability to sell. In a time when the economy is shaky and unanswered questions abound, the "new wave business" is the answer for many people.

Government. A strong President is not what the administration wants. When Student Government is strong then you can truly represent the student body to the government. Following election ABBA under the leadership of Lynn Bursky (Allen Lowey) won the right to Red and R & U representatives and during the campaign were harassed and even punished. When the count was finished Chris Niles was elected President (by approximately 14 votes) and Fran McInerney of Reform and Unity was elected Treasurer. This was only the beginning. Students were called in the middle of the night for meetings until they were forced to frong from office or were thrown off the Assembly for missing three meetings or not. Some members were not even notified of. To those members who stayed on and preserved my sincere and deepest thanks. By the next election R & U’s name was taken by the Government in power and we formed the C.B.S. party—Combined Baruch Student. After this election we forced the Administration to bring in the Honest Ballot Association with voting machines. As soon as I went to Baruch college, to me, this would be the first honest election in many years. We had Assembly meetings with the its from 25-35 members at all times; now a quorum is constituted by 5 members. Government did not buy machines, or equipment and none that we rented were lost. Receptions were held open to all students, all events that Government sponsored were to all students, my office was never closed. Coffee, tea and hot chocolate were always to be had by all students who entered; we even had posters made advertising this. We represented Baruch at all CUNY meetings and all student groups. If Government was not in office I was in office did I have secret meetings, call assembly members late at night, harass any student, in fact, when students came to my office with any problem, I tried to help them. Sometimes I was successful, sometimes not. I represented the students all times; I was at all times, no one’s puppet, although I think administration and certain clubs thought I would be. I asked the Business and Federal Security if they would consider the student body as their constituency and be elected in the Assembly for all students, so that the student body would not be segregated and that the student body would be united in all decisions with the administration. They tried to block the ski trips that we sponsored. We advertised our club and the effect tried to weaken the acceptance of the club. We were not a threat to the administration. When Student Government is strong then you can truly represent the student body to the government. Following election ABBA under the leadership of Lynn Bursky (Allen Lowey) won the right to Red and R & U representatives and during the campaign were harassed and even punished. When the count was finished Chris Niles was elected President (by approximately 14 votes) and Fran McInerney of Reform and Unity was elected Treasurer. This was only the beginning. Students were called in the middle of the night for meetings until they were forced to frong from office or were thrown off the Assembly for missing three meetings or not. Some members were not even notified of. To those members who stayed on and preserved my sincere and deepest thanks. By the next election R & U’s name was taken by the Government in power and we formed the C.B.S. party—Combined Baruch Student. After this election we forced the Administration to bring in the Honest Ballot Association with voting machines. As soon as I went to Baruch college, to me, this would be the first honest election in many years. We had Assembly meetings with the its from 25-35 members at all times; now a quorum is constituted by 5 members. Government did not buy machines, or equipment and none that we rented were lost. Receptions were held open to all students, all events that Government sponsored were to all students, my office was never closed. Coffee, tea and hot chocolate were always to be had by all students who entered; we even had posters made advertising this. We represented Baruch at all CUNY meetings and all student groups. If Government was not in office I was in office did I have secret meetings, call assembly members late at night, harass any student, in fact, when students came to my office with any problem, I tried to help them. Sometimes I was successful, sometimes not. I represented the students all times; I was at all times, no one’s puppet, although I think administration and certain clubs thought I would be. I asked the Business and Federal Security if they would consider the student body as their constituency and be elected in the Assembly for all students, so that the student body would not be segregated and that the student body would be united in all decisions with the administration. They tried to block the ski trips that we sponsored. We advertised our club and the effect tried to weaken the acceptance of the club. We were not a threat to the administration.
Letters

NO on 13

continued from page 10

to say that the negative changes greatly outweigh the
benefits. But, I have to tell you that I
would like to disagree with you.

As mentioned in Article 11, Section 1 it states that no person over age 28 may run for the office of President. I agree with this. It is quite reached this age I question the legality of such an act. Would it be proper to have a phase of the constitution unconstitutionality a day run for the office of President?" I for one don't think so. It appears apparent that neither does Ms. Buskry.

Having held the position of Treasurer for close to one year I can safely speak on the new role of the Treasurer as mentioned in Article 11. I can say that no one in "their right mind" will run for such a position prior to the above. I have been literally smashed to carry no more authority than the people on my staff presently have. People are presently hired on a paid basis to do what the new role of the treasurer would be. It has been quite difficult getting people interested in these positions on a paid basis let alone on a completely voluntary one.

As far as Proposition 13 goes most people are under the impression that if funds are reduced there will be literally no student activities on campus.

Fundraising, by far too complex and simply will not work. If I'm wrong about this why will Student Government be getting a direct fee of $1.00 per person? Why can't we use fund raising to get the money they require?

Personnel Administration is becoming more and more "specialized," concluded Ms. Smith, and there is much room for opportunities. Especially questions also arise with "Proposition 13." According to the referendum it's supposed to take effect prior to February 1979. This would be unheard of since the Board of Higher Education has to approve all fee changes.

Before going on let me say that I truly feel the Bursky Administration made an attempt to represent the Constitution. Unfortunately, as can be seen they have failed to do so. Most of us probably realize that although change is necessary it is rather difficult to implement especially when you try to restructure an entire organization over night, which is exactly what the constitution would do. Although other negative aspects stand out in the Constitution the above alone is more than enough to do away with it. As an aside note let me say "don't be fooled by what the highlights of the constitution say." If the constitution, along with Proposition 13, should appear on this years election ballot read the entire document - you'll be convinced to VOTE NO!

To the Editor:

YES on 13

To be highly praised and congratulated are those students whose diligent efforts have put forth a new organized Day Session Student Constitution and a proposal, Proposition 13, which reorganizes Student Activity Fee. As a Business student I see a system of checks and balances, thus eliminating the present absolute power of the President e.g. "The President shall have the power and the responsibility to represent the [sic] assembly whenever and wherever necessary" contained in Article IV Subsection 1 of the present Constitution, the proposed Constitution ensures more effective representation. It is proposed that the newly created Student Council would be composed of 10 members elected at-large from the freshman and/or sophomore classes and 10 members elected at-large from the junior and/or senior classes. Under the guidelines of the constitution we are forced to operate under currently, inherently guarantee vacancies on the Assembly thereby precluding effective representation. Considering that the majority of students graduate in the School of Business and the majority of issues presented before the Assembly are not related to the individual Schools, the present guidelines, which prescribe representation of 2 people from each class in each school virtually defy statistical probability!

Also included in the new Constitution is a provision for direct student participation in the legislative process. What is so monumentally and revolutionary about the new Constitution is that it will finally ge Baruch's Day Session Student Government toward larger student rights rather than entertaining them.

A Constitution which prescribes a formula for goal setting and fiscal management cannot possibly gear a student government toward collective focusing on issues concerning Baruch students. Democracy should not be consonant upon an individual; it should be contingent upon a system's organization and purpose.

These students should also be praised for their formulation of Proposition 13 for it is a system worthy of the support it is receiving from students.

One intent of the proposal is to establish independent student result of the Senate Student Council Program Board rather than the Student Government.

The passage of Proposition 13 will liberate clubs from Government restrictions and unfair budgeting processes. Responsibility for entertainment of the student body would move to a different and rewarding direction toward the Student Center Program Board rather than the Student Government.

Student Government needs funds which allow them to fulfill their responsibilities protecting and advocating the rights and interests of Day Session Students. Student Government was not meant to be in the entertainment business.

The addition to the new Constitution is opposition to democracy and effective representation.

Opposition to Proposition 13 is only manifesting itself in those who want to keep the purse of Student Government unduly large. They are obviously more concerned with "spending" money than they are with representing students. Respectfully,

Richard Acret
Poli-Sci Club & Chartering Committee

To the Editor,

In September of this year, political science majors decided to form a club for majors in political science, and all students interested in this academic field. It's been approximately 3 months since we filed our charter and all supporting materials, and have recently been "officially" informed that our club is not chartered. As a result, we are therefore faced with our meagre funding of $200 dollars per semester.

In light of this statement, the delay regarding our charter has been the responsibility of the administration, as part of the Chartering Committee which had met not until the end of November; when they did meet, we obstructionism may be correctible but one, to an extent, not true. The government itself go to pieces lest that one be violated? In fact, reference to the above, green is not taken, and procedure or even to Webster's indicates that a quorum is an arbitrary figure set by established procedure and is not automatically 51% of a given body of legislators. Ms. Buskry has apparently been scrupulous in acting within the limitations of the Baruch Constitution, while aggressive in advocating that the only relevant government is one which can function.

Once a government is made to work, one must ask what purpose it will serve. Even institutions conceived as broadly democratic may fail prey to special interests. Much recent political agenda in the U.S. is made, for the sake of taxation and spending which are not responsive to popular needs. At Baruch special interest demands on the students derive from the frivoulous-free food...to...the serious but contentious-contributions to ethnic and racial political and social groups.

At another level, pressure to provide funds to the University Student Senate is seen as further increasing the alienation between students and those who spend their money. Ms. Buskry's political area has been designed, first, to regulate spending and make government more efficient and second, to make spending accountable to the student body.

There are only two alternatives to her policies: spend whatever demand is made and risk bankruptcy or allow funds to be spend freely by those with organized political clout.

The proposed new constitution, while adopting the checks and balances contained in the U.S. Constitution, provides even greater safeguards against abuse of power. Article I, Section 10 creates a Chairperson of the Student Council. Such an office is necessary in an institution marked by indifference and factional conflict. An analogous organization, the U.S. House of Representatives, has achieved greatest power under the leadership of strong Speakers. Similarly, creation of the office of Chancellor, Article I, Section 11, provides a means to centralize and systematize Council activities. President, Chairman and Secretary. This cooperation should provide meaningful leadership on behalf of student interests.

Pro Bursky

Dear Sir:

Knowledgable and reasoned criticism of the constitution and its policies is to be encouraged. Unfortunately, recent evaluations of the incumbent Student Government have been unfounded, partisan and scurrilous in tone (see letter by G. Stratton and corrective reply by R. Lynch, Ticker, December 6). A case in point is the charge of "dictatorial" behavior made against the Student President.

While not taking any stand whatsoever in the upcoming election, I would like to examine this charge in the light of three key features of Ms. Buskry's term in office: (1) short-term structural reform, (2) attempts to discipline the spending of student fees and (3) long-range reform in a proposed constitution.

Parliamentary rules assume at a minimum, that legislators desire their governments to be effective. Legislative indifference and obstructionism may be correctible only by a decisive executive. Ms. Bursky, sitting as only the traditional majority quorum made Council action impossible, reduced that quorum to a workable number. If that decision had been extralegal, one might explain it by asking, as did Lincoln in his defense of suspension of habeas corpus, "Are they not bad, but one, to more unexecuted, and the government itself go to pieces lest that one be violated?" In fact, reference to the above, green is not taken, and procedure or even to Webster's indicates that a quorum is an arbitrary figure set by established procedure and is not automatically 51% of a given body of legislators. Ms. Buskry has apparently been scrupulous in acting within the limitations of the Baruch Constitution, while aggressive in advocating that the only relevant government is one which can function.

Once a government is made to work, one must ask what purpose it will serve. Even institutions conceived as broadly democratic may fail prey to special interests. Much recent political agenda in the U.S. is made, for the sake of taxation and spending which are not responsive to popular needs. At Baruch special interest demands on the students derive from the frivoulous-free food...to...the serious but contentious-contributions to ethnic and racial political and social groups.

At another level, pressure to provide funds to the University Student Senate is seen as further increasing the alienation between students and those who spend their money. Ms. Buskry's political area has been designed, first, to regulate spending and make government more efficient and second, to make spending accountable to the student body.

There are only two alternatives to her policies: spend whatever demand is made and risk bankruptcy or allow funds to be spend freely by those with organized political clout.

The proposed new constitution, while adopting the checks and balances contained in the U.S. Constitution, provides even greater safeguards against abuse of power. Article I, Section 10 creates a Chairperson of the Student Council. Such an office is necessary in an institution marked by indifference and factional conflict. An analogous organization, the U.S. House of Representatives, has achieved greatest power under the leadership of strong Speakers. Similarly, creation of the office of Chancellor, Article I, Section 11, provides a means to centralize and systematize Council activities. President, Chairman and Secretary. This cooperation should provide meaningful leadership on behalf of student interests. The third and most representative feature (Article III)
"The Twenty-First Of November"

You met me in the cold damp Eve by our favorite meeting site and you tried to act so innocent under the dim street light. You promised to meet some friends in the newly managed bar but you rushed me along and headed to the car...

I was detained for minutes or so and asked you please, to wait. When I came from the ladies room you met me at the gate. A friend of hers spotted me moving quickly with a hop. She asked me if I saw you and my heart just stopped...

I lied and said I hadn't. You probably went to a store I trotted over to the car and quickly slammed the door. I told you what just occurred and asked you to hurry on by. Suddenly you thought you had trouble and looked like you wanted to die...

You were confused on what to do and seemed shaken with fear. You neglected looking in my eyes. I was afraid I might shed a tear. I explained to you I'd understand if you couldn't say I hoped you wouldn't change your mind and have to go away.

We circled around once or twice. I told you to stop at the park. Everything was still and peaceful. You looked so good in the park. You sat there in total silence as I moved closer to you. You stared with those big sad eyes. Wondering what to do...

I put my arms around your neck. I knew I drank too much. I put my mouth upon lips. Wanting to feel you touch. We lingered in each other's arms. A time that seemed so long. It was exactly what I dreamed of and I knew it couldn't be wrong.

The night was filled with passion the windows coiled with steam. We moved within a fantasy that felt just like a dream. Out time ceased all too soon. We checked on the clock. You turned on the motor and flew down the block...

You kissed me goodnight so slowly. I held you with all my might. You thanked me for our night together and soon drove out of sight. As I sat in my cold dark room. Knowing I's in so deep and wanting you next to me. I cried myself to sleep.

My mid thought of tender arms in which an angel set. My head dropped so heavily and off to sleep I went. In my nightmare you went away. I watched you walk from my life. You said you cared so much for me but loved your future wife...

by Maria Marrone

Letters

is the institution of Treasurer with quasi-independence from the Executive. A post-Jacksonian constitutional innovation, such as an independent office is designed to provide centralized management of funds while being responsive to the electorate. This and the above two innovations belie the charge of dictatorship levelled against Ms. Bursky. Her proposed system should prove similar to her term in office: dynamic, fluid and responsible.

Yours truly, 'Roy L. Whitaker Adjunct Assistant Professor

Censorship Resolved

Professor M. Mikulsky
Campus Planning
Box 290

Dear Professor Mikulsky,

Thank you so much for your response to my letter of December 8, 1978. Inviting the artist while you explained the matter to me provided an entirely satisfactory conclusion to this situation.

Cordially,
John Bauer
Chairman, Psychology Dept.

To you who do not know me,

To you who do not know me,

To you who never dream

That I've been standing, staring

From a distance

At your movements, at your moments.

At every flex of hands,

At every flash of smiles,

Knowing that I'll never be a part

Within the heart of hearts

That is already mine.

To you who do not see me,

To you who do not glance

My way when I've been searching

In your eyes,

For a hint of some compassion,

For a clue of some devotion.

Hoping that you'll only understand

That the time is slipping through my fingers,

And the song is running through my mind.

by Diane Salvatore

"To you who do not know me"

I sit in the dark and wait knowing that this can't be fate. Wishing that the phone will ring. Hoping that through it your voice would sing. Drawing me from the depths of my own moment. I am a queen by my own birth right over whom knights have fought many a fight. But their faces I do not see. For in my mind there is but you and me. I will remain forever, ruling the hearts of many a man. But yours I know I never can. You do not see me sitting on my throne. For you have a Queen of your own. You come to me when it meets your face. But only it's not too luscious and sometimes you make me feel like a Queen. And I devour the words you know you don't mean. then you leave me, locking me into my little world. With little more thought than were I a bank deposit. And I sit there in my dwindling glory. Trying to recount the words of the story. "I am a Queen by my own birth right!" And I know that the next time you open the door and reach in to my despair. You will feel nothing but thin air.

by Sharon D. Chambliss

"The Closet Queen"

For Louis

with his rags and Bloomies tie he looks the perfect man to take by the collar and plant a kiss on his cheek down his neck and tear his shirt down wide to love his breast.

wild claims & pepsodent smile enhance the crease to his pants hanging down astride his leg

and he claims to be straight

stoney face of a molten rage bulldozes my psyche with bitter disappointment not easily appeased

by the kinds of words of a friend

"I thought you'd like to know"

(c)1978 Steven Koenig
### RANCH COLLEGE

#### DAY SESSION FINAL EXAMINATION SCHEDULE - FALL 1978

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Day</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Room</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mon. Jan. 22</td>
<td>1:00pm</td>
<td>STB 370</td>
<td>ADV 1107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tues. Jan. 23</td>
<td>1:00pm</td>
<td>STB 370</td>
<td>ADV 1107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wed. Jan. 24</td>
<td>1:00pm</td>
<td>STB 370</td>
<td>ADV 1107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thurs. Jan. 25</td>
<td>1:00pm</td>
<td>STB 370</td>
<td>ADV 1107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fri. Jan. 26</td>
<td>1:00pm</td>
<td>STB 370</td>
<td>ADV 1107</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### COURSE TIMES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Day</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Room</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tues. JAN 16</td>
<td>8:00am</td>
<td>AC 101</td>
<td>ACC 1101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wed. JAN 17</td>
<td>9:00am</td>
<td>AC 101</td>
<td>ACC 1101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thurs. JAN 18</td>
<td>10:30am</td>
<td>AC 101</td>
<td>ACC 1101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fri. JAN 19</td>
<td>1:00pm</td>
<td>AC 101</td>
<td>ACC 1101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mon. JAN 22</td>
<td>1:00pm</td>
<td>AC 101</td>
<td>ACC 1101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tues. JAN 23</td>
<td>2:30pm</td>
<td>AC 101</td>
<td>ACC 1101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wed. JAN 24</td>
<td>3:30pm</td>
<td>AC 101</td>
<td>ACC 1101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thurs. JAN 25</td>
<td>4:30pm</td>
<td>AC 101</td>
<td>ACC 1101</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### COURSE ROOMS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Day</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Room</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tues. JAN 16</td>
<td>8:00am</td>
<td>AC 101</td>
<td>ACC 1101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wed. JAN 17</td>
<td>9:00am</td>
<td>AC 101</td>
<td>ACC 1101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thurs. JAN 18</td>
<td>10:30am</td>
<td>AC 101</td>
<td>ACC 1101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fri. JAN 19</td>
<td>1:00pm</td>
<td>AC 101</td>
<td>ACC 1101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mon. JAN 22</td>
<td>1:00pm</td>
<td>AC 101</td>
<td>ACC 1101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tues. JAN 23</td>
<td>2:30pm</td>
<td>AC 101</td>
<td>ACC 1101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wed. JAN 24</td>
<td>3:30pm</td>
<td>AC 101</td>
<td>ACC 1101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thurs. JAN 25</td>
<td>4:30pm</td>
<td>AC 101</td>
<td>ACC 1101</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### COURSE LOCATIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Day</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Room</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tues. JAN 16</td>
<td>8:00am</td>
<td>AC 101</td>
<td>ACC 1101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wed. JAN 17</td>
<td>9:00am</td>
<td>AC 101</td>
<td>ACC 1101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thurs. JAN 18</td>
<td>10:30am</td>
<td>AC 101</td>
<td>ACC 1101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fri. JAN 19</td>
<td>1:00pm</td>
<td>AC 101</td>
<td>ACC 1101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mon. JAN 22</td>
<td>1:00pm</td>
<td>AC 101</td>
<td>ACC 1101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tues. JAN 23</td>
<td>2:30pm</td>
<td>AC 101</td>
<td>ACC 1101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wed. JAN 24</td>
<td>3:30pm</td>
<td>AC 101</td>
<td>ACC 1101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thurs. JAN 25</td>
<td>4:30pm</td>
<td>AC 101</td>
<td>ACC 1101</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### ADDITIONAL NOTES

- Please check the official website for any updates or changes.
- Exams are primarily scheduled during the daytime hours.
- Students should confirm their final exam times and locations with their respective instructors.

---

The Tickler

Thursday, December 21, 1978
**Kiss: Solo's**

by Baruch Diamond

We're all familiar with KISS; one of the most hyped hard? rock groups of the 70's. They are the group with the wierd make-up. They are the group whose first eight records have sold over thirty million copies (KISS, Destroyed To Kill, Hotter Than Hell, Alive I, Destroyer, Rock & Roll Over, Love Gun, Alive—each one certificed gold or platinum). They are Peter Criss, drummer, Ace Frehley, lead guitar, Gene Simmons, bass guitar & Paul Stanley, lead guitar.

In the past, the penning duties for KISS have not been left to Peter Criss and this could be a mistake. He has written only about five percent of the KISS material recorded, including "Hooligan" off the "Ace" album, and "Beth" off the "Destroyer" album. "Beth", if you recall, was their biggest hit on pop/top 40's chart.

Criss is a good writer & co-authored only 6 out of the ten songs on his album. This is unfortunate because he had something to do with very good. He sings all lead vocals & has a crisp, clear voice as we know from "Beth", his only KISS solo thus far.

The opening cut is "I'M Gonna Love You" which can best be described as a 60's kind of sound. "Tossing & Turning" is an early sixties-type hand-clapping tune. I've heard this version and the original, and I like the new, better (I'm a sucker for remakes). This song offers good sax playing and above average percussion. In "Stop Me Don't Let Me Go" Criss does back-up vocals as well as regular vocals. It's a slow song, but it's words are some of the best on the album. "Baby/Don't you let me down/Don't you leave me lonely/Don't you run around/I said baby, When I'm on the ground/I try to stand up/Fell I'm falling further down."

"KISS The Girl Goodbye" has some hauntingly beautiful guitar hooks. "Easy Thing" & "I Can't Stop The Rain" are both slow but BEAUTIFUL songs. Let me end Criss' review with this from "I Can't Stop The Rain": "I can't stop the rain./Here it comes again./Lightning strikes across the sky./I can't stop the rain.//Here it comes again./Cause lightning only blinks my eyes..." -Peter Criss—The Cat Man Ace Frehley—"Space" Ace is his nickname and he plays lead guitar for KISS. He wrote about 10 percent of the material KISS uses. He wrote 5 and co-authored another 3 of the songs.

"Speedin' Back To My Baby"—is a rock'er to be sure, but not the usual KISS stuff. The end of the song has nice background vocals. This song was written by Ace & his wife Jeanette. "Snowblind" has the KISS sound. Ace cleverly places himself within the song by using echoes, watch: "I'm snowblind/I can't see a thing/I'm snowblind/I don't want to sing/I'm snowblind/Need a familiar face/I'm snowblind/I'm lost in space-space-ace-ace-ace."

"New York Groove" is voted to be the "most different song" on this album. Most of the material has been recycled, but not this song. It's a KISS record. The idea behind the separate KISS solo albums (aside from draining money from poor, helpless KISS (fans)) was so that each could record his own type of style, use his creativity. Frehley wrote new songs but is limited to singing to the KISS sound.

The second side is better than the first only that in each song. Frehley sings in a style where I got the idea from), and does something different. "New York Groove" (the only song where the words are not Frehley's) starts with hand clapping, (well it is something different for a KISS member). "You Can Do Me" is okay, but had the percussion been brought up front & made louder, it would have made a pretty good disco song (honest, it ain't hard rock). "I'm In Need Of Love" has a section: "Sometimes I need some love/Sometimes I feel on top/You know, but I hate to start/Cause then we have to stop."

Lastly, "Fractured" blends some good guitar work with synthesizers for a fairly good Instrumental (also not a usual KISS type of song). Firefall, who has scored with consistency on the pop charts over the past few years has put together another pleasurable set, in "Elan". The group moves from Mellow, Movin' easy music to peppy rock, which keep the album flowing smoothly.

The group uses a well rounded assortment of instruments to achieve their unique sound. Firefall is one of the few groups today to consistently use flutes and harmonicas in their music. Even with their great assortment, the group's best instrument is their harmonies and vocals. They are smooth and flowing and at times sound similar to CSN.

The first single to be released from the album is "Stronger Everyday". The material on the album is unrecorded; which seems to be the problem. Many of the styles Sedaka uses are outdated. Sedaka should have retired on an up note, instead of tarnishing what was once a brilliant career.

**DISCourse**

**FiRefall's “ElAn”**

**by Sandy Jacobow**

What's really new is Olivia Newton-John played Sandy in the movie "Grease"! It gave her the opportunity to change her sweet and innocent image. It also gave her the opportunity to move from her classification of being a MOR, Country star. She has arrived with her most versatility album to date in, "Totally Hot!". Newton-John uses her new found range to add the perfect touch. Frehley wrote new songs but is limited to singing to the KISS sound.

"The Bookshelf"

SeaDakA BombS

Neil Sedaka is on his way out for the second time in his career. His last album, "The Music Is Poor At Best. There are only two decent tracks on the album—the title track, and the theme song from the movie, "Somebody Killed Her Husband". "Love Knell" (written by Sedaka) is the closest to a hit in years. The material on the album is unrecorded; which seems to be the problem. Many of the styles Sedaka uses are outdated.

Sedaka should have retired on an up note, instead of tarnishing what was once a brilliant career.

A Child's Garden of Grass by Jack Margolis & Richard Clorfe (Ballantine $1.95). This is a new paperback edition of the classic 1969 pot users guide. Although it's been updated, it has not stood the test of time. The language is very cutey, and you could probably find out more factual information from any kid on the street. For beginners only.

Four Fabulous Faces by Larry Carr (Penguin $12.95). A garrtaganus paperback features photos, photos, and more photos of The Faces of Hollywood. Greta Garbo, Marlene Dietrich, Gloria Swanson, and Joan Crawford. 500 pages, in black and white of course, with undated and informational text which combines.

"The Dictionary" by Ambrose Bierce, The Stories and Fables of Ambrose Bierce (Stemmer House, $7.95 each). Oversize paperback editions of the master short-story writer, with new illustrations by Freeb.
People Behind the Scenes

by Keith Almodover

The custodial personnel of the student center consists of four members: George Fitzgerald, Juan Melendez, William Early and Lala Ruben. These four are concerned people. They care about keeping the student center clean. Many students walk into the student center and find it spotless, but when they depart it is a mess. When they return a day later they find it spotless once again. Some of the students don’t take into consideration the fact that it takes time and effort in keeping the student center building clean. One of the reasons why it is more difficult is because only four people care for the entire building.

Here’s your chance to meet those four: George Fitzgerald has been working at Baruch for twelve years. Although he was born in Virginia, he now lives in Manhattan along with his wife and four children. His main task is that of “cleaningman.” Keeping the walls, floors and entire student center building clean is his main duty. When asked how he feels about the students and how they react to him he said, “They are very nice. I get along with all of them, no complaints.”

Juan Melendez has been keeping the student center building clean for eleven years. Juan was born in Puerto Rico and now lives in Manhattan with his wife and three children. When asked how he felt about the students and how they react to him he said, “I like all the students. You can’t find a better bunch of students than those here at Baruch. I never have any trouble with them. I don’t mind cleaning up after them because they are a swell bunch.”

He also pointed out that in 1968 he received a certificate from the Board of Education honoring him for doing his job well. Also in 1977, the Caribbean Club gave him another certificate honoring him for executing his duties exceptionally well.

William Early who is the most experienced on the crew, has been working in the student center for eighteen years. William was born in Georgia and now lives in Manhattan with his wife and child. His duties are cleaning walls, floors and bathrooms. When asked how he feels about the students and how they react to him William uitter, “I don’t pay them any mind and they don’t give me any trouble.”

Lala Ruben the only female on the crew, has been working at Baruch for fourteen years. When Lala described her job, she put it this way, “Clean the toilets and clean the furniture where you put your feet.” Lala lives in Queens Village along with her husband and two children. When asked how she felt about the students and how they react to her she said, “All I can say is I love them.”

Those are the folks in charge. They are the custodians who keep the entire student center building clean. So let’s show appreciation towards them and if you see any of them in the hallway, wave a hand, or say hello or even smile.

Don’t be surprised if they turn around and return the gesture!

HOROSCOPE

Week of Dec. 25

Aries (March 21-April 19) Now is the perfect time to evaluate your own ideas and morals. Put your findings to a test.

Taurus (April 20-May 20) Some of you may have may be experiencing troubles in your present plans. Due to fatigue they could find what you desire most is readily available.

Gemini (May 21-June 20) Go after what you want. You’ll soon find what you desire most is readily available.

Cancer (June 21-July 22) A large sum of money is placed in your care. Use it wisely.

Leo (July 21-August 22) You may be pressured into a troublesome situation at this time. Beware of older person.

Virgo (August 23-September 22) A long lost love comes to surface. Reminiscing happy days will be stimulating.

Libra (September 23-October 22) Don’t let anyone interfere with plans. Let them ride!

Scorpio (October 23-November 21) Jealous lovers tend to overact. Listen to their interpretations to better understand your own position.

Sagittarius (November 22-December 21) Don’t pay any attention to envious friends. Your amazing charm only makes them insecure.

Capricorn (December 22-January 19) Life is too short to be wasted. Take all tempting opportunities that may come your way.

Aquarius (January 20-February 18) You feel very energetic and have your hand on everything. Don’t let go, it feels too good!

Pisces (February 19-March 20) Invitation come frequently these days. Your social life becomes exciting.

Fashion Scene

by Debbie Jurek

It’s holiday time with all the excitement and fun of traditional parties and gift-giving. Fashion has caught the spirit with colors and styles for every special moment.

In a quandary for a gift for that certain someone? A sweater from this season’s wide collection is the perfect answer, one’s sure to be just right. For the personality you’re buying for. For example, is he or she the outdoorsy, back-to-nature type who’s constantly heading for the slopes or long hikes through the woods? A cozy, bulky, acrylic and wool knitted pullover is just the thing. For that outgoing, trendy person, a velour jacket and matching gloves will do. Beautifully fragrant Mohair sweaters are ideal for the romantic girl. And a snug, form-fitting pullover looks great over a shirt and tie for the enterprising young businessman. Cowl-necked, collarless or button-up in the deep winter tones of plums, midnight blues, reds and greens, a sweater will make a unique gift.

So many invitations, and not a thing to wear? Quit worrying, there’s dozens of ways to put together a party outfit. One of the tops mentioned above paired with trim wool straight-legged pants goes wonderfully at those casual, cozy home gatherings. For girls, there’s an enormous selection of skirts in plaid’s, plaids and solid colors. Those with embroidered lace collars and dainty velvet bowies compliment the skirts in an utterly feminine way.

If you’re planning to ring in the new year at a fancy nightclub or elegant party, loyal satins and silks once again provide the solution. Girls wearing the latest craze, tuxedo suits, are sure to be the hit of the party. Keep in mind other colors, like bold reds, shimmerly lilacs or dynamic turquoise instead of traditional white, to wear with the sleek black slacks and square cut jackets. Disco dresses with form-fitting bodices and billowing skirts in eye-catching shades are also positive to cause a sensation. But if you really want to sparkle, the latest fad, enticingly slit, low cut dresses in scintillating gold and silver threaded fabrics, will definitely put you in the starring role. For guys, a suit consisting of a well-cut jacket and pair of slacks makes a great-looking outfit with a tailored silk shirt. A unique look exists for you!

Chris Niles

Song stylist Jackie Lennon will be performing at the Oak Lounge Student Center on Tuesday, January 9, 1979 at 5 p.m. Ms. Lennon has appeared at such notable places as the Copacabana, Americana, Stater Hilton as well as supper clubs and colleges throughout the New York City area and upstate New York. She brings with her Mr. Al Browne, president of Artists Doing Business Worldwide (ADWW), an organization of which Jackie is a member. Mr. Brown will talk about this important organization for entertainers in addition to accompanying Jackie on the piano.

If the face seems familiar to you, Jackie is also a senior Baruchian.

Olivia

continued from page 15

chosen for this album is a strong addition. Ms. John could not have chosen a better selection of material either. Ms. Newton-John who won many new fans in “Grease” will win just as many with this album, while pleasing all of her old ones...
Lounges continued from page 1

Stuto said, "The sitting room is comparatively small," he added. Stuto declined comment as to which other rooms he considered a candidate for the employment.

Now comes the question of what furniture is to be used. Mr. Stuto has been actively searching for furniture since May of this year. Stutoweakens when he came to Herman Miller, R & G affiliates. "Without a doubt this is the best quality furniture I’ve seen," he said. Mikulsky, who has seen the samplings, agreed. The final decision concerning this matter rests with Dean Finkelman. When the furniture will be installed is uncertain at this time, but, according to Mr. Stuto, "we’re pushing to have it done over the Christmas vacation."

In retrospect, Dean Finkelman builds up the union of students and political groups on campus, who pooled their resources for the added student lounge. "The furnishing of a new student lounge was an excellent example of what could be accomplished with a joint effort on the part of the people involved," he avowed.

And Charles Stuto said in a accolade of the Alumni Association: "I commend the Alumni for their generosity in contributing the necessary funds for a lounge. They have helped us so many times before, and I think they expressed a strong desire to continue relations with the Alumni Association, stating, "The Day Session Student Government is looking forward to jointly working with the Alumni Association in future endeavors."

The implementation of an added student lounge is a giant step taken in the right direction. As Mr. Stuto pointed out, "If you could put a lot of furniture in a big room, you’d have to put up with a lot of stuff in the middle."

Dean Newhouse continued from page 6

In my opinion, students need a recess from the regular academic routine. A breathing spell in the summer can mean you back in school in the Fall with renewed interest and vigor. It seems to me that it is easier to add one course each semester if you establish an academic off season by doing yourself two courses at twice the normal learning time in the summer. So if you register, think instead of 12 credits and consider enjoying the summer recess. Roll. Do not register for classes in conflict.

If you register for a course that, according to the schedule, ends at 10 and register for another course that starts at 10, you are registered for a conflict. If you do not straighten out this problem, the Registrar's Office will drop you from one of the courses in conflict. An instructor may not give you permission to leave a class. You must get this permission from the Registrar’s Office. Please watch beginning and ending times of classes carefully.

ACADEMIC ADVISEMENT continued from page 1

The Office of Curricular Guidance, School of Business & Public Administration will see you next week. Other services are available in the Advisement Center at 39th Street and the 22nd Street building. The institute projects a very busy week, and the staff will be working overtime to process your registration for the Fall semester on a timely basis. Please be prepared to see the staff. If you have any questions, they can be answered by phone or in person.

Fin Eco sound foolish, but yes folks, men have been known to wear powder blue socks to match their powder blue shirts. (That’s right!) Stick to brown or black socks.

Women face the problem of over or under-dressing. How to dress just right?—whether to tux or to tie is considered overdressing?—too much make-up, rhinestone earrings, satin evening shoes, etc. What about dress length? Denim skirts and blouses is considered too informal. Clanging, noisy, ostentatious jewelry is a definite no-no. Fourteen-inch bra is recommended. Your arm only will cause distraction and detract from your appearance.

Hairstyles for women
If it’s long, weave a little hair up and back away from your face. Whether long or short, now’s the time to move away from the center part.

How to best gauge whether your dress is appropriate... Ms. Tan’s rule of thumb is perhaps the best advice: "Dress for the job you want to progress up, after

continued from page 6

you’ve landed the job you’re applying for."

FINISHING TOUCHES A firm handshake and eye contact are necessary to convey self-confidence. There you have it, a small sampling of the job search scene. Now, what should you do about the grey flannel and happy hunting? Thanks to Millie Tan for a very helpful article and to Assembly Chan who organized the event.

Acct. Outlook continued from page 3

hiring, others with second-year graduates with master’s degrees by 57 percent, and of those who showed bachelor’s degree by 41 percent between now and 1981. The institute projects a 53 percent increase over the next four years in the number of graduates with doctor’s degrees in accounting.

The demand for persons with the doctorate is almost non-existent among public-accounting firms, the report stated. We’ll turn to Jack Magarelli, member of the University faculty.

Sev eral Student Government observers feel strongly that Lynne underrates the importance of the election and beyond the call of duty. Her intentions are of the best for students and she has been pleasant and cooperative. She has made herself accessible to students and she could have easily abused her powers but never even attempted to do so.

According to Mr. Stuto, "disagreements among the already small amount of Student Government personnel delayed the implementation of any plans.

Whether or not her party wins the next election, Mr. Baruch would like to see students getting involved. The place to go is Room 409 in the Student Center which is located on 22nd Street. It is the home of Student Government. During this time she has been pleased with the cooperation between the Student Government and the Alumni Association, stating, "They deserve much praise for their efforts to contribute to the Baruch area and for their help in the Student Center efforts."
Pride continued from page 4
Jobs in Ed

also, it is understood that there are educational and economic changes towards any or further organized participation. These can be overcome through proper time coordination. Furthermore, partaking in a student club's educational (tutorial) provisions may facilitate our understanding of a given subject. This kind of interaction can help us improve the creation of mutual relationships which can be beneficial in our future endeavors.

The Spanish Club and P.R.I.D.E. (Puerto Ricans for Involvement, Development, and Enlightenment) represent the entire Hispanic student population of the college. P.R.I.D.E., located at room 403 of the Student Center, which is always open and membership is not exclusively for Puerto Ricans.

The purpose of the Spanish Club, which meets every Thursday during club hours in room 342 of the 24th St. building, is to cultivate the rich heritage of the Hispanic culture. The learning environment of the Club is also open to all students. It offers both academic and cultural activities, such as debates, concerts, lectures, panel discussions, movies, entertainment, etc.

Although challenges are many, what matters is that we are here at Baruch and because of these disagreements and constraints, we, as a school, should be able to find strength in terms of potential self-help and fair and adequate representation through club involvement. Representation may be obtained through the opening of more courses relating to Hispanic history or culture and, consequently, education in these areas. Students, faculty, organization resources and other aspects of the college.

Peter Jonas
Baruch, he found it difficult to speak about specific problems with registration at Baruch. He stated that the key to solving the situation was to meet with representatives from the School of Education. In the first step of his learning process, Mr. Jonas met with the Ad Hoc Committee on Registration, which met on November 30. This is a committee composed of various people directly and indirectly involved with the registration process. Besides meeting these people, Mr. Jonas was presented with a preliminary draft of the "Baruch College Self-Study Report." This report is a self-evaluation by the school's administration to furnish data which is needed to improve the school's reading standards. Mr. Jonas seemed anxious to further his knowledge about the different aspects of the college.

Testa

continued from page 7
question of how you utilize it. You send a team of students around and you look for space that is available. Also, the administration should furnish data which is needed to improve the school's reading standards. Mr. Jonas seemed anxious to further his knowledge about the different aspects of the college.

Stuto Interview

continued from page 7
that would have to be discussed. I would have to try to get in contact with the people who have experienced changes if any would have to be made.

Q. Should you be elected President of D.S.S.G., would you advocate any fiscal budget changes?

Chris Niles

Happy Holiday Season
ATTENTION ALL BARUCH STUDENTS: TICKER CLASSIFIED IS BACK!

For the small fee of 50¢, for the first 20 words, you can have a say in your school newspaper! We'll print anything. From selling a car or concert tickets to even sending a message to a friend.

Copy:

Name: 
Address: 
City: 
State: 
Zip: 
Telephone: 

Submit your ad to the Ticker office, Rm. 337 Student Center Bldg. or mail it to: Ticker, Box 337, 17 E. 22nd Street, New York, N.Y. 10010.

---

**PUBLIC NOTICE**

T.D.R. would like to thank all who attended our concert for being such a captivating and motivating audience. We hope that you enjoyed our performance, in the student center, as much as we enjoyed performing for you. We play for all functions. Contact Rodwin: 789-7195.

To All My Friends:

In case you're still wondering if I really own stock in the telephone company, the answer is NO!!! Talking on the phone just happens to be my favorite hobby.$$$

MARY-ANN

(The telephone Addict)

---

Dear Keith A.

You can have my picture under two conditions: (1) I can have your picture, and (2) you teach me how to bowl.SSS

Mary-An H.

---

Dear Sandy,

If you don’t stop teasing me, I’m going to get a contract out on YOU!!!

(The Short One)

---

Dear Mindy,

Thanks so much for the treat. It was delish!

Joke

---

Dear Steve,

My news travels fast!! Your other half P.S. You know gossip always hits the paper first!!!

Steve

---

Dear Sandy,

For the information flow, Louis’, at least after this issue we

---

To Nelson, I’ll consider

Sharing an apartment with 2 female architecture students, 49 street & First Avenue. $185 a month plus one month security. Sublet from Jan. 1 to Aug. 30. Call from 10 a.m.-12 a.m. & 9 p.m. - 12 p.m. Ask for Chris, 751-6856.

---

**PERSONALS**

Dear Mary-An H.

Can I have your picture? I think you are adorable, and I like you alot!

KEITH A.

P.S. What do you think about me?

J.

---

Just whend think I get the rules to the game, you change them. What’s up?

Naive

---

H. Jolen

Put a charge in your life! Put your finger in a socket! I’m sure after doing this you will have many variations in your tone of voice instead of that boring, monotonous noise! — A Friend, TEKIH

---

Blaye Eyes,

I will miss you the most when you leave. Please try to come back soon!

LOVE,

Your Floridian Partner

Green Eyes

---

Chris Niles

Mary Christmas to you too!!!

---

Félix Navidad

y un Prospero

Ano Nuevo

Merry Christmas & Happy New Year!

P.R.I.D.E.

---

To Nelson, I’ll consider forgiving you for breaking our date. Can you think of a way of convincing me?

Dear Joc, Does 8 plus 3 equal trouble????

DASH

“heroes” Pop Rock ‘N Roll Band

Needs Bass and Lead Guitar Call Steve 894-5288 nights or Van 449-8520 anytime.

---

To The Telephone Addict:

How come whenever we speak to each other we get confused?

Speechless

---

To Rita B. of Sociology:

Why don’t you ever speak?

G.M.

---

SPS 2610, sorry if I offended anyone, that wasn’t my intention! DUMBO

---

Thanks to my predecessors Doug and Howie who showed me what to do and what not to do, to Martin, Bernie, Daryl and Sandy for helping me keep my balance. For helping me keep my balance, Keith for his humility, Mary Ann for the information flow, Louis for unmentionables, and all the staff who’ve provided the Ticker with what it always lacked; a future. It’s been a breathless term, at least after this issue we can get back to schoolwork (what’s that?)

Steve

---

J. Lei

I don’t know if you have funny looking socks, but the rest of you looks great!

Keith A.

P.S. interested?

---

**HAPPY HOLIDAYS**

Let’s Celebrate it together!

“Party”

Thursday December 21st 12-2 PM

-Room 1120-23rd St.

-The Sociology Society

-Welcomes All

---

To The Members of WBMB Radio Station: Have a wonderful Christmas!

Love

Maria

---

To All My Friends: Have a wonderful New Year to each other we get confused?

P.S. What do you think about Thanks so much for the treat. It was delish!

Joke

---

Dear Marry-An H. Love, The Girls On The Staff

To P.R.I.D.E. Members & Friends:

Merry Xmas & A Happy New Year!!!

ELI

---

The Management Society would like to wish its members a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year!

Maria,

‘We’ll always be friends, don’t ever doubt it. Hope our future is as baright as our past. Love,

Jean

---

Diane,

We’ll miss ya kid! KEEP IN TOUCH!!

Love ya,

The Sewing Circle

---

To The Ticker Staff,

When something develops between us, you will be the first to know!

Keith & Mary-An

---

PUBLIC NOTICE

This is your chance to change our Student Government Body. Vote! Ballos will be sent to students in the mail. P.S. It’s your money they get to allocate!

Dear Diane,

With the sunken eyes. Thank you——

Pumpkin

---

S.K.

Clarinier-Flute-Sax

Private Lessons Brooklyn

Call Howard Martin,

Eves-258-5961

---

TO THE BETTER HALF

Do you hear me? You are my life. Without you, I don’t want to live! You better come home soon, I will!!

Your Better Half

---

S.K. and A.F.

Surprise! I’m human too! If you promise not to hold it against me, I’ll promise not to get righteous about it. (Even though I still plead not guilty. How about temporary insanity?) “Black Sheet but Not High”

To Norma,

HAPPY BIRTHDAY!!!! Love,

Eli

---

Attention All Baruch Students:
Backgammon Tournament

By Steven A. Lits
On Friday, Dec. 8, a backgammon tournament was held in the Alley Lounge of the Student Center, sponsored by the Student Center Program Board. Steven Lits*, of the 212 Community Center, supervised the tournament with the aid of Joel Smith (Pres. of the SCPB) and Joy Bernard (Student member of 212).

Many spectators who played on the extra backgammon sets, entered the tournament. There were thirty-two students who played in the various elimination rounds, which lasted five and a half hours. First, second, and third prizes were won by Robert, Norman, Jeane Rubin, and Mitchell Ehrlich, respectively.

The prizes were: first prize—dinner and show tickets for two; second prize—two show tickets; and third prize—a gift certificate.

Throughout the tournament, the three winners were engrossed in the matches they played. With each roll of the dice, it became harder for Robert to contain his excitement. Jenae was very calm throughout the tournament. One person, who had lost to Jenae, said that she had "Nerves of steel." Mitchell was calm in the beginning, but became nervous as the tournament progressed.

All in all, everyone had a very enjoyable time.

Self-Defense Demonstration

by John Rivera

A spectacular self-defense demonstration was held on Dec. 8th. Arnis De Mano, an ancient Philippine Stick Fighting Art, was brought to Baruch courtesy of the Student Center Program Board.

Held in the Oak Lounge, the demonstration was well organized. The Art of Arnis is a very fluid movement similar to the Nunchukas but more deadly.

Bruce Lee introduced to the U.S. the Jenae Enter The Dragon. Using the Arnis which are simply two sticks about three feet long each, Bruce, Lee singly defeated ten martial artists.

Only ten years old in the U.S., Arnis de Mano is a rapidly growing art. The American Federation Of Arnis is offering lessons on the Art of Stick Fighting. The classes will be conducted at 17 W. 17th Street. 741-2885.